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Shelf

with open boundary conditions inferred by data
assimilation

Keith R. Thompsonand David A. Griffin•
Department of Oceanography,DalhousieUniversity, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Abstract. The circulation on Western Bank is describedusing data collected
in spring 1991 and 1992 as part of an interdisciplinarystudy of the early life

historyof Atlantic cod (Gadusmorhua). The meancirculationoverthe crestof
the bank is weak, of the order of a few centimeters per second,and is flanked to

the southand west by an anticyclonicflow with a speedof about 10 cm s-1. A
thermal wind calculation showsthe mean circulation is due primarily to horizontal
variations in the density field. The Me tidal constituent is dominant and reaches

speedsof about20 cm s-1. The tidal residuals
havea standarddeviationof about
10 cm s-1 and characteristic
time and lengthscalesof severaldaysand tens of
kilometers, respectively. In order to help collect and interpret biologicaldata from
Western Bank, we developeda hydrodynamic model of the near-surfaceflow that
could be used operationally. The model is basedon a decompositionof the flow into

components
drivenby (1) localwind stress,(2) horizontaldensitygradients,and
(3) flowsthroughthe openboundaries
of the model.The wind-drivencomponent
is
calculatedusing a simple slab model driven by the observedwind. The other two
componentsare estimated through the assimilationof observedbottom pressures,
dynamic heights, and currentsinto the hydrodynamicmodel. The hindcast skill of
the model is quantified by crossvalidation and shownto be higher than that of four
simple, statistically based schemes.

1. Introduction
The continental

shelf off the east coast of Canada

is

wide and ruggedwith numerousdeepbasinsand banks

(Figure 1). Just beyondthe shelfbreak are the two
major westernboundary currentsof the North Atlantic,
the Gulf Stream and Labrador Current, both of which
are strongly.time dependent. Given this setting, it is
perhapsnot surprisingthat the subtidal circulation on
the middle

and outer shelf of eastern Canada

is com-

plex in comparison to other North American shelves.

For example,Fissel and Lemon [1991]concludedthat
the horizontal

scale of subtidal

motions on the Labrador

Shelf and Labrador Slope is lessthan 35 km basedon an
analysisof current measurementsmade in summer 1980.
We show that similar scales apply to the outer Scotian Shelf. By way of contrast,scalesexceeding500 km
have been found for the Pacific northwest

and the Mid-

Atlantic Bight [e.g.,Allen et al., 1983].
•Now a.t CSIRO Marine Research, Hobart, Tasmania,
Australia.
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In this study we addressthe problem of how to model
circulation on the outer shelf. There are several applications for this kind of work, including the prediction

of oil spill and icebergtrajectories,marine searchand
rescue,and the operationof offshoredrilling platforms.
Our motivation

came from the need to understand

the

reasonsfor year-to-year changesin the abundanceof
cod on the Scotian Shelf. As part of a 4-year interdisciplinary study, our biologicalcolleaguesin the Ocean

ProductionEnhancementNetwork (OPEN) proposed
to carry out a field program to determine what was
special about the small number of cod that survive the
larval stage,a critical period in their early life history.
They decidedagainstfixed-gridsamplingbecauseof the
confoundingeffect of advection. They decidedinstead
to track a group of larvae and repeatedly sample the

survivors,alongwith their physicaland biologicalenvironment. This, in turn, requireda methodof mapping
the circulation in near real time to help decide when
and whereto deploythe biologicalsamplinggear.
Given the recentadvancesin shelfmodeling[e.g.,
Davies,1991;Lynch and Werner,1991;Mellor, 1992],
mapping circulation on the outer shelf may appear at
first sight to be a straightforwardexercise. However,
the specificationof open boundary conditionsis an ongoing problem. Often, the boundary flows of limited-
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Figure 1. Bathymetryof the east coastof Canada,showingnumerousmid-shelfbasinsand
offshorebanks. Contours define depths of 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 m.

area models control

the main features

of the interior

In the present study we used a combination of statiscirculation. This has been demonstratedclearly in stud- tical and dynamical modeling in which the unknownsof
ies of the circulation over the long, smooth shelvesof the circulation model, includingits open boundary conNorth and South America that are known to be guides ditions, are estimated from all available observations.

for coastaltrappedwaves[e.g.,Allen et al., 1983]. In
practice, it is usually impossibleto specify the open
boundaryconditionsbasedon direct observationand ad
hoc schemesmust be usedto infer them [e.g.,Schwing,
1992a,b].
Statisticalmethodssuchasoptimalinterpolation[e.g.,
Brethertonet al., 1976] providean alternative way of
mappingshelfcirculation.However,suchmethodsusually requireinformation on the spatial scalesof the currents, and such information was not available for our
study area. We were also concernedthat such scales
may dependstronglyonfrequency(e.g.,tidesmorespatially uniformthan subtidalmotions)andthat the usual
assumptionsof homogeneityand isotropy may not apply on the outer ScotJanShelf.

Integrating the model forward in time then gives dynamically consistent maps of the flow. As explained
in the appendix the estimation procedureinvolvessystematically adjusting the model unknownsto minimize
a costfunction that includesa term proportionalto the
mean square difference between observationsand predictions.

The fitting of time-dependent dynamical models to
observationsis not new. For example, it has been an essential elementof meteorologicalforecastingfor decades

[e.g., Daley, 1991]. In oceanography
[e.g., Bennett,
1992],assimilationhas been an active area of research
for about 10 years, driven by the need for operational
modelsof shelf and ocean circulation and ways of interpreting the vast amount of data now provided by satel-
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lites. Much of the early oceanographic
researchwasex-
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In a companion
paper,Griffinand Thompson
[1996]

referred
to asGT) describe
howtheassimploratoryin nature,withmodeloutputassimilated
back (hereinafter
into the same model in order to test the effectivenessof ilation schemewas used to track a group of cod larthe assimilationscheme.In recent yearsthere has been vae on Western Bank over a 19-day period in winter
GT with a more
a shift toward the assimilation of observations into more 1992. The presentstudycomplements

of the physicaloceanography
of
realisticoceanmodels[e.g.,Ghil andMalanotte-Rizzoli,completedescription
Western
Bank,
using
data
collected
in
spring
1991
and
1991; Tziperman,et al., 1992;Marotzkeand Wunsch,

anotherassessment
of
1993].Our needfor a scheme
that wascapableof as- 1992(Figure2). It alsoprovides
the
hindcast
skill
of
the
assimilation
scheme,
this
time
similatingnoisyobservations
in real time forcedus to

by relbaseit on relativelysimpledynamics.It wasnot feasi- for spring1992. This periodwascharacterized
atively
weak
winds,
compared
with
the
winter
period
ble,giventhecomputer
resources
anddevelopment
time
examined
by
GT.
This
allowed
us
to
use
a
simple
slab
available,to basethe assimilation
schemeon a model
model
to
predict
the
wind-driven
currents.
Many
more
as sophisticated
as, for example,the PrincetonOcean
Model[Mellor,1992].In retrospect
thiswasprobably densityprofileswerealsoavailablefor spring,compared
advantageous
becauseit allowedus to addressa num- with winter 1992. This allowed a cleaner separation
berofgeneric
questions
that arisewhenobservations
are of the barotropicand barocliniccomponents.Finally,
assimilated
intoanycirculationmodel,simpleor sophis- this study extendsGT by providingmore details on
ticated.They include(1) Howdoesonecopewith the the assimilationscheme,its relationshipto multiple rehowpriorknowledge
aboutthecirculation
was
relativelysmallnumberofobservations
compared
to the gression,
introduced
and,
finally,
how
hindcast
skill
was
assessed.
largenumber
ofunknowns
in thecirculation
model?
(2)
How doesoneassess
the performanceof the assimilation In section 2 we summarize the physical oceanogra-

modelgiventhat it is "driven"by the observations? phy of WesternBank duringspring.After presenting
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Figure2. Bathymetry
of theScotian
Shelf.Depths
arein meters.Theinsetshows
the

bathymetry
of WesternBank,with squares
denoting
the positions
of the fivecurrentmoor-

ings(D1-D5)
deployed
inspring
1991,
anddotsdenoting
thepositions
ofthreecurrent
moorings
(P1-P3)
deployed
inspring
1992.DatafromP1-P3areassimilated
intothecirculation
model.
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some basicstatistics on the flow, including characteris- (temperatureT > 4øC), salty (salinity$ > 33 prac-

tic lengthand timescalesfor the tidal residuals,we ar- tical salinity units) water wrappedaroundthe south
guethat an effectivelimited-areamodelof the surface and west flanksof the bank below 70 m [Griffin and
flow must include the effect of wind, tides, horizontal Lochmann,1993;Griffin and Cahill,1993].Similartemdensitygradients,and openboundaryflows.The circu- perature and salinity distributions are evident at other
lation model and the assimilation scheme are outlined in

times of the year based on our analysis of all the hysections3 and 4, respectively.In section5 the method drographic data collectedin the region over the last 70
is applied to Western Bank, and in sections6 and 7 years. A typical hydrographicsectionacrossthe bank is
the choiceof regularizationterms and hindcastskill of shownin Figure 4. Assumingzero flow at the seafloor,
the model are discussed. Results are summarized and

the thermal wind relationship implies a northward sur-

suggestions
madefor further work in section8.

facegeostrophic
flowof 20 cm s-1 throughthe section
connectingstations S1 and S7. The speed between S4

2. Background Physical Oceanography

andS7is aboutl0 cm s-•, similarin magnitude
to that
observedat D4 and P2 (Figure3). The samethermal

wind calculation implies zero flow over the crest of the
bank, consistentwith Figure 3, and a generally southclonic flow around the south and west flanks of Westwestward flow between S9 and S18. The overall picern Bank with speedsof about 10 cms-•(Figure3). ture that emergesfrom the density and current data is
The flow over the crest is weak. Repeatedhydrographic an anticyclonic, near-surface circulation around Westof about10 cm s-•. This picture
sections made during winter and spring show warm ern Bank with speeds

Mean currents at the seven moorings deployed in
spring 1991 and 1992 suggest a near-surface, anticy-

Figure 3. Meancurrents,tidal ellipses
of the maindiurnaland semidiurnal
constituents,
and
scatterplotsof tidal residualsat the sevenmooringsshownin Figure2. Note the differentscale
for the meancurrents.Eachellipseshowsthe path of the tip of a tidal currentvectoras it moves
over one tidal cycle. The vectoris referencedwith respectto the mooringlocation. The axes

for the residualscatterplots
are alignedwith the principalaxesof variation.The lengthsof the
axescorrespond
to 2 standarddeviations.The currentsat moorings
D1-D5 (seeFigure2) were
measuredat 30 m and coverthe period0000UT on February26, 1991,to 0000UT on April 13,
1991. The currentsat mooringsP2-P3 and P1 wereat 20 and 14 m, respectively,
and coverthe
period 1600 UT on April 20, 1992, to 0500 UT on May 5, 1992.
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Figure 4. Waterdensity,temperature,
andsalinityona sectionrunningfrom(topleft) northwest
to southeastacrossWesternBank during the spring1992 cruise.The locationsof the 21 stations

(S1 to S21)are markedby triangles.The timingof the stationsis givenin Figure7.
is consistentwith a more detailedtwo-dimensionaldiagnostic calculation based on all density profilescollected

but they are shifted to frequenciesbelow f by about

in spring1991and 1992 [Dowdand Thompson,
1996].
The M2 currentsreach speedsof 20 cm s-z. The

may be due to a change in the effective inertial fre-

0.5 x 10-5 s-z at D2 and D5. We speculatethis shift
quencyfrom f to f q-•/2 [e.g., D'Asaro, 1995, and

strongestdiurnal constituentis Kz, and it reachesspeeds references
therein],where( is the vorticityof the mean
of about 10 cm s-z. The map of tidal streamsfor
flow around Western Bank. Assumingsolid body rois simpler than M2. It is more closely related to wa- tation with a tangentialvelocityof 10 cms-1 at a rater depth, with the strongestcurrentsin shallowwater dius of 50 km, the approximate distance of D5 from
the crest of the bank, we predict a frequency shift of
(Figure3).
Tidal residuals were obtained in the standard way by •/2 - -0.2 x 10-5 s-1 whichis thesameorderofmagsubtractingtidal predictionsfrom eachobservedcurrent nitude as that observed.
To estimate the spatial scale of the tidal residuals,
record. For mooringsD1-D5 the followingconstituents
were removed: Kz, Oz, OOz, 2Qz, Qz and M2, S2, N2, we have, for each pair of moorings with overlapping
r/2, L2, e2, •u2, and the shallow water constituent M4. data records, resolvedthe flows into longitudinal and
From the shorter recordsof P1-P3 we removed
transverse components and calculated their cross corM2 and S2.
relation. The longitudinal-longitudinalcorrelationsptt
The tidal residuals are approximately isotropic at
drop from about 0.8 at 20 km separation to about 0.3
all sevenmoorings,with mean standard deviationsbe- at 60 km (Figure 6). The transverse-transverse
corretween6 and 8 cms-z (Figure3). Mostof the energy lations ptt drop more rapidly with mooringseparation.
is in the form of clockwisemotionswith periodslonger The longitudinal-transversecorrelationspit are generthan 2 days (Figure 5). There are near-inertialpeaks ally not significantlydifferent from zero at any separain the rotary spectra at moorings D2, D3, and D5, tion.
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f

SpectralDensity

definethe spatial autocorrelationof the stream function
of a nondivergent,randomflow field with characteristic

m2s
-2cpd-1

lengthscaleL. The correlation
of the velocitycomponentsat two locationsseparatedby distancer is then

[e.g.,Daley,1991]

0.04

p•
Bandwidth

III

:exp(-r/L),

Ptt:

I

Plt

(1- r/L)exp(-r/L),

(1)

----O.

As shownin Figure6, L: 45 km givesa reasonable
fit
to the residualcorrelations,
including
the slowerdecay
of p• with separation
compared
with ptt, andthe near-

0

-3

-2

-1

0

Anticlockwise

1

2

zero valuesof plt.

3

Clockwise
(cpd)

Fromthe abovephysicaldescriptionweconcludethat
an effective model of the circulation on Western Bank

Figure 5. Rotary spectraldensityof tidal residualsat
mooringD5. The inertial frequencyis marked by the must includethe effectof wind, tides,and horizontal
dashedline. The degreesof freedomfor the spectral densitygradients.The modelmustalsocapturethe
estimatesare 37.1, and the bandwidth is 0.34 cpd.
smallscale(order50 km) motionswith a timescaleof
days. In the followingsectionswe describeour development of a limited-area model of the circulation on
Althoughpu and ptt are smallat 60 km separation, Western Bank and the use of data assimilationto infer

they are significantlydifferentfrom zero. These correla- its open boundary conditions.

tionsmay alsobe of practicalsignificance.
To seethis,
assumethe tidal residualsat mooringsi and j are the 3. Dynamical
sumof a large-scalecommonsignalC and a small-scale

Model

The dynamical
modelis basedon thefollowing
linearizedhorizontal
momentum
andcontinuity
equations

component el, ej:

[e.g.,Csanady,
1982,section
1.9]:
ui

=

C

uj

:

C + ej

-- p0
0t+f xu- -gVq
0u
gf•0

--

whereC, ei, and ej are uncorrelated
and Var(ei) :

•zz/•zz ,(2)

(•w

Var(ej). It is straightforward
to showthat if the corre(3)
lationbetweenui and uj is p, the correlationbetween The neglect of the nonlinear advection terms is reason-

eitheru andC is v/fl. Thustheobserved
correlation
of ablefor WesternBankbecause,
asshown
in section
2,
p- 0.3 betweenthe mostwidelyseparated
mooringstheRossby
numberforthemeanflow,•/f, isabout0.1.

canbeinterpreted
asa correlation
ofv/-fi• 0.5betweenA similarvalueapplies
to tidalmotions
(Figure3). In

the currentsanda large-scale
signal;that is, 30%of the additionto standardkinematicboundaryconditions
at

current variance may be due to C.

the seasurface
and seafloor,we take

To test if localwind forcingis the causeof the correlation betweencurrentmeters,the effectof SableIsland

windstress
wasremoved
fromeachcurrent
record
using

0u{ kur z--h
z- 0

/•zz -

(4)

complexregression
[e.g.,Brillinger,1981]andthe cor- where r is the kinematic wind stress vector and k is
relations
wererecalculated.
The'wind
stress
waslagged
(GT discuss
the useof a
to maximize
its correlation
withthe currents.Overall, a bottomfrictioncoefficient.
nonlinear
bottom
stress
parameterization.)
Thelateral
the current correlations were reduced but their overall
boundary conditionsare describedlater in this section.

dependence
onseparation
remained
unchanged
(Figure The circulationis forcedby wind stress,horizontal
6). Specifically,
pit andPtt droppedfromabout0.3 to
0.2 at 60 km, suggesting
that part, but not all, of the
large-scalesignalis due to the wind.

To estimatea characteristic
lengthscalefor the tidal
residuals, we first note that several features of the

densitygradients,and flowsthroughthe openboundariesof the modeldomain.Giventhat theresponse
to
-eachof theseforcings
is linear,thenear-surface
flowcan
be decomposedas follows:

correlation-separation
plotsare consistent
with the two-

u = Uw+ u• + uo
(5)
point velocitycorrelation
structurepredicted
by the
w, d, andb denotewind,density,
and
theoryof isotropic,
homogeneous
turbulence
[e.g.,Da- wheresubscripts
ley, 1991].To illustrate,let
boundary-driven
flowcomponents,
respectively.

p½½
(r): (1 + r/L) exp(-r/L)

Wind-driven flow Uw. This component
satisfies
(2)-(4) with Vp setto zero.The modeldomainisabout
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Figure 6. Currentcorrelations
as a functionof mooringseparationfor (left) tidal residuals
and (right) tidal residualsafter removalof the effectof localwind by regression.For eachpair
of mooringsthe flowswere resolvedalongthe line connectingthe moorings(the longitudinal
components
ut) and perpendicular
to this line (the transverse
components
ut). The correlation
was then estimatedfor the longitudinalcomponentst9II,the transversecomponentsptt, and the
longitudinal and transversecomponentspit. Solid symbolsdenote correlationsthat are different

from zero at the 1% significance
level. Allowancewasmadefor serialcorrelation.Squaresrefer
to D1-D5 pairs, and circlesdenoteP1-P3 pairs. Start and end times of the recordsare givenin
the Figure 3 caption. The dashedlines are theoretical correlationfunctions, as defined in the
text, with a length scaleof 45 km.

100 km square,and so the wind stressmay be assumed frequency-dependenttransfer functions of observedcurspatiallyuniform. The windswerefairly light during rents on local wind stress.
the spring1992 cruise,with stressmagnitudesalways Density-driven flow ud. First note that an equa-

less than 0.4 Pa. This implies that the thicknessof tion for the temporal evolution of the density field has
the turbulentsurfaceEkmanlayer,estimatedusingthe not beenincludedin the setof governingequations.Our
empiricalexpression
u,/lOf [e.g.,Csanady,1982],was approach is to diagnoseud, the density-drivensurface
alwayslessthan the minimumwater depth of 45 m. It flow, from observeddensityprofilesusing(2)-(4) with
is thus reasonableto assumethe locallyforced,wind- 7' set to zero.
driven flow did not "feel the bottom" and to model it

with a slabmodel[PollardandMillard,1970]'

Repeated sections made across Western Bank show

the main featuresof the densityfield and, in particular,

the slopingisopycnals
below70 m (Figure4), do not
change
significantly
on
of days [Griffin and
o--C
+f xum=6m kcum
(6) Lochmann,1993; Griffintimescales
and Cahill, 1993]. We have
where h• is the thicknessof the slab and kz is an thereforedroppedthe time-dependent
term from (2).
interfacialfriction coefficient.The integrationof this Given the present focus on near-surface flow and the
•Uw

7'

equation is straightforward, and u• can be considered fact that the thicknessof the bottom Ekman layer is
known once h•, kz, and r are specified. We chose much lessthan the minimum water depth, it is reasonk• = 0.33 x 10-4 s-1 and h• = 30 m basedon the able to assumeua is in geostrophicbalance:
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f x ud = -gVr/d

(7)

The remainingflowcomponents
requirespecification
of
the dynamicheightfieldand normalflowsacross
open
where ?a denotesdynamicheight. Thus the problem boundaries.
To limitthenumberofparameters
required
of estimatingua is reducedto the simplerproblemof fortheirspecification,
boththe dynamicheightfieldand
estimating ?a.

the boundaryflowsare expressed
as linearcombinations
HydrographicsectionsacrossWesternBank suggest of spatialstructure
functions
;bswith time-varying
amthe densityfield in springhasadjustedsuchthat bottom plitudesC•s.For example,the dynamicheightfieldis
densityis approximatelyconstantalongisobaths.This expanded as follows:
is evident, for example, in Figure 4 where the 26 and
r!a- y]•c•s(t)q)s(x,
y).
(11)
26.5 densitycontourscan be seenintersectingthe bottom at about 75 and 95 m, respectively,on both sidesof
s

the bank. If bottom density is constant along isobaths

and the bottom geostrophicflow is zero, the following

expression
[Helland-Hansen,
1934; Csanady,1979]can

The amplitudes of the structure functions are allowed
to evolve slowly through time accordingto

OZs(t)
= dis -•-djst.

(12)

be usedto calculate?a directlyfrom the verticaldensity Thus the problem of estimating the density-drivencomprofiles:

rid-

1 npdz
+ H )(h')dh'
po

(8)

ponent of surface flow is reduced to the problem of estimating the dis and djs.
A similar approach is used to specify the normal

boundaryflowsrequiredfor the integrationof (9) and
whereH is a deepreferencelevel and •(h) is the bot- (10). Consider,for example,the transportthrougha
tom density. Equation(8) followsfrom verticalinte- north-south oriented open boundary. It is expressedin
grationof the thermalwind relationship(for discussion a form that parallels(11):
and referencesto earlier work, see Sheng and Thomp-

son[1996]).We estimated) by averagingthe observed
bottom densitiesalong isobaths.
Boundary-driven

uh- y]•C•s(t)C)s(y)

(13)

s

whereh = h(y) is the water depth and the structure

flow uo. This component satis-

fies (2)-(4) with both r and Vp set to zero. The flow

functions now depend only on the position y along the
open boundary. The time-dependent amplitudes are

in a formthat generalizes
(12):
is forced by flows through the open boundariesof the expressed
model and includes, for example, the effect of tides,
C•s(t)
- • bkscOk(t)
(14)
bathymetric scattering of remotely forced shelf waves,
and warm core rings interacting with the outer shelf whereC•s(kA)= b•, and w•(t) interpolate•,(kA) to
through along-shelfpressuregradients. This component intermediate times. We took A - 3 hours so that
is used to model the tides and the small-scale motions
the semidiurnaltides couldbe resolved.Lagrangefourdescribed

in section

2.

It also allows us to relax

the

assumptionof zero bottom geostrophicflow used in the

calculationof ua. Depthaveraging(2) and (3) gives
3uo

pointinterpolation[e.g.,Abramowitz
andStwun,1965]
wasusedto definewk(t).
The d•, and b•, are estimated by minimizing the following cost function:
J = Joo, + J•oa.

+ f xuo- -avw- uo,

Jobsis proportional to the mean square difference be-

OW
+ *' (nob)
- 0.

(10)tween observations(currents,dynamicsheights,and
bottompressures)
and modelpredictions.Denotingthe

Note bottom stress has been parameterized in terms of
ith observationby yi and its model counterpart by •i,
the depth-mean flow. This is reasonableif the thickness
of the bottom Ekman 1wer is much lessthan the water

depth [e.g., Csanady,1982].
Equations(9) and (10) have been usedfor many

1 N N

Jobs
--• Y••(Yi - •i)Wij(Yj
--•j)
i--1 j=l

(15)

years in the study of tides and surges on continental

whereN is the total numberof observations
andWij are
shelves. Their discretizationis straightforward[e.g., weights that can be organized in the positive-definite
Heaps,1972]. At the lateral boundarieswe use radimatrix W -- {wij }. As discussed
in the appendix,there
ation conditions to ensure long surface gravity waves

are statistical reasonsfor taking W to be an estimateof

leavethe modeldomainwith minimalreflection(seeGT E-1, whereE is the N x N covariance
matrixof Yi- •i.
for details). The radiation is about a normal velocity Jr•o•t depends on the statistical properties of the
inferredby data assimilation(section4).
model flow fields. In the presentstudy we take
4. Assimilation

Scheme

J.•o•=J•+J•+

J•.

(16)

The wind-driven component of flow is readily pre- These regularizationterms are usedto penalizecertain
dicted from the observed wind using the slab model. propertiesof the modelflow fields. (Seethe appendix
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formoredetails.)Thefirstterm,Ja,is proportional
to
the meankineticenergyof the density-driven
flow:

i

"t2

(17)

ijt

wheret is evaluatedat the beginningand end of the

30,649

where

-

"

(i-1)jt

q-V}
jt -- Vb

(20)

and t - A, 2A... and i, j rangeoverall interiorgrid

pointsof the barotropic
model. Dividing(ijt by the
gridspacing
givesa finitedifference
approximation
to

modelintegration
andi, j areevaluated
on a gridof the relativevorticityof the barotropicflow.We arrived
positions
covering
themodel
domain.
Thesecond
term, at the aboveregularization
termsafter carryingout a
Jb,is proportional
to the meankineticenergy
of the largenumberof assimilation
runs. It is convenient
to
boundary-drivenflow:

defer further discussionof the choiceof theseterms and
i

theirweights
(rra,rr•,andtry)to section
6, afterwehave

,o

a typicalrun of the assimilation
model.
Jb
=2• .i••.t
IhijuTt12(18)described
Thefollowing
standardscheme
wasusedto minimize

wheret - A, 2A... andi, j rangeoverall gridpointsof J: (i) Calculate
thewind-driven
flowbyintegrating
(6).
thebarotropic
model.The lastregularization
term,Jr, (ii) Setdk•andbk•to zero.(iii) Calculate
thedensity
responses
by integrating
(7), (9),
depends
onthemeansquare
vorticityof thebarotropicandboundary-driven

and(10). (iv) Addthethreeflowcomponents
andsub-

flow:

i

(19) tract from the observations.Store the model flow fields

at the timesrequiredto calculateJrnoa.(v) Calculate

ijt

26 27 April

28,
29
A..pri!.
•

Figure7. Dataavailability
in2-day
blocks
covering
thecruise
period
inspring
1992.Theship's
trackisshown
bythesolidline.Thetriangles
markhydrographic
stations
along
theship's
track.
Thedotsshowthepositions
of thedriftersat thebeginning
of each2-dayblock.
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the gradient of J with respectto the unknownparame- were used. (This degreewas requiredto resolvethe
ters dksand bks. This involvesrunning an adjoint model mean gyral circulation around WesternBank.) This

backwardin time, as explainedin the appendix. (vi)

results in a total

of 21 structure

functions.

The

total

Update dks and bks. We used a linear conjugategradi- number of dis and d2s to be estimated is therefore 21 x

ent descentalgorithm[e.g.,Gill et al., 1981]that takes

2=42.

advantage of the fact J is a quadratic form. With a
The barotropic equationswere discretizedon a 16 x 16
slight modification it required only one run of the for- grid with a spatial resolutionof 5 km and a time step of
ward model and one run of the backward model to up-

60 s. The bottom

friction

coefficient A was taken to be

datethe unknowns.(vii) Returnto step(iii)and repeat 6 x 10-4 m s-1. We foundthat onlytwoinflowstructure
the procedure until J effectively reachesits minimum.
Initial conditions for the barotropic model can be
treated as unknowns. However, the spin-up time of
the barotropic model is about one day, much shorter
than a typical integration time. Consequently,the initial conditions have little effect on model fit compared
to the boundary conditions. Although initial conditions
were treated as unknownsin the early stagesof model
development, they slowed down significantly the convergenceof J. We thereforedecidedto set them to zero
and start the model integration severalspin-downtimes

functionsper boundary were requiredto givereasonable

before the assimilation

form

of the first observation.

5. Hindcasting Flow on Western Bank

results:•1 ----1 and ;b2= (y- Y0) in (13). With A 3 hoursand an integration time of 12 daysand 15 hours
there are 102 unknown bks for each structure function.

With two structure functions for each of the four open
boundaries, the total number of bks to be estimated is
102 x 8 = 816.

Two formsfor E (see(15))wereused.Bothare based
on the assumption that errors at different times are uncorrelated. The simplest form was a diagonal E with
elements that depend only on instrument type. This
does not

allow

for

covariance

between

different

yi - •)i. Thus two nearby drifters with almost identical trajectories will have the same weight as a pair of
widely separated drifters that provide essentiallytwice

An application of the assimilation schemeis now de- as much information

about

the circulation.

The

other

scribedusingdata collectedin spring1992. A summary
form for E allowed, in a simple way, for covariancebeof the fieldwork is shownin Figure 7. The researchvestween hindcast velocity errors. Specifically,the covarisel reached Western Bank on April 18 and started to
ance of eastward velocity errors at two locations, sepadeploy drifters, collect temperature and salinity prorated by r, was modeled by
files, and measure velocity with a hull-mounted acoustic Dopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP). The drifterswere
droguedby a 2 x 10 m sail centeredat 20 m, and the
Cruu
-- cr2exp(-r2/L
2) r > 0
ADCP had a frequencyof 300 kHz. Four current meters
were deployed on and around the crest of the bank on We assumed crvv= cru• and cr•,v= 0. These covariances
April 19. Only three returned gooddata, and their posi- are for differences between the observations and model
tions are shown in the inset of Figure 2. The ship then predictions. Such errors may be due, for example, to
deployed the rest of the drifters and commencedthe subgrid-scaleshears, Langmuir cells, and convergences
routine collection of hydrographic and biological data. associated with localized fronts. There is no reason to
All drifters and current meters were recoveredby May 5. expect these motions to be either isotropic or nondi(A full descriptionof the fieldworkanda data inventory vergent. Thus when choosinga simple functional form
are providedby Griffin andLochmann[1992].)
to approximate the error covariances,we ignored the
Snapshotsof ADCP and drifter velocities at 3-hour constraints on Pll, Pll, and Pit that follow from the asintervals coveringa typical day are shown in Figure 8. sumptions
of isotropyandnondivergence
(seediscussion
As expected, the motion is mainly tidal, consistentwith in section2 with referenceto the tidal residuals).
Figure 3. Note the movementof the ADCP throughthe
Theparameters
cr2 2 andL of (21)wereestimated
survey area and the good agreementbetween nearby by (1) runningthe assimilationschemewith a diagonal
velocity estimates. Typical time seriesare shown in E, (2) binningpairsof velocityerrorsmadeat the same
Figure 9. The tides again dominate as expected. The time and within a certainrange(r q-At) of eachother,
ADCP record is the least regular due, in part, to the (3) calculatingthe covariance
betweenthe binnedpairs
movementof the ship throughthe spatiallyvaryingflow of velocityerrors,and (4) plottingcovariance
asa funcfield. Although currentsfrom the mooring and drifter tion of r.
are quite similar at tidal frequencies,differencesof order
Wefoundgr2/(O
'2 -{-grn2
) -- 0.7 andL - 5 km fit the
10 cm s- • are evidentat subtidalfrequencies.
hindcast error covariancesreasonably well. This short

cr
2+cr
n

r --0

(21)

The spatialstructurefunctionsfor •d (see(11)) were length scaleimplies the off-diagonalelementsin E only

taken

to be of the form

come into play when the drifters and ADCP are within
a grid cell of each other or the current meter moorings.
yo)
In practice, such close encounterswere quite rare. The
where(xo, Yo)definesthe centerof the modeldomain. result wasthat hindcastsproducedusingthe two E were
Terms up to and including the fifth power in x and y almost identical.
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03h
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April
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09h27A.p.
ril,•

12h27A.p.
ril,

21h27A.p.
ril,

I24h
27
A.p.
ril.
•

03h28A.p.
ril.

Figure8. Velocity
measurements
every
3 hours
overa 1 dayperiod
fromthemoorings
(solid
circles),
shipborne
acoustic
Doppler
current
profiler
(ADCP,opencircles)
anddrifters.The
driftervelocities
wereobtained
by time-centered
firstdifferencing
of the 15-mindrifterpositions.
The othervelocities
are 15-minaverages.
The shaded
areadefines
the datavoidusedin the
assessment
of the performance
of the assimilation
model.
Best-fittingflowfieldsare shownin Figure10 for the
sameperiodasthesnapshots
of observations
(Figure8).

frequency.The slowbackingof thecurrentin the north-

Times series of observations and hindcasts are shown in

driven componentof flow. The wind-drivencomponent

west corner of the domain is associatedwith the density-

weaker
than5 cms-1, except
forApril26
Figure9. The assimilation
modelhasclearlycaptured wasgenerally

ure 9 are 12.2 to 2.7 cms-1 and 13.6 to 4.4cms -1,
respectively.Averagingacrossall instrumentsgivesa

whenit exceeded10 cm s-1. The resultwasa relatively
uniform subtidal flow pattern for this particular day.
Forcingby the southernboundaryof thebarotropicsubmodel can be seenon April 24 to 26. A small-scalegyre,
forcedby barotropicflow acrossdepth contours,is evident on April 27. It subsequently
propagatedaround
the bank and left the domainthroughthe northernopen

reduction in observed current variance of about 90% on

boundary.

most of the observedvariability. The standard deviation of the eastward flow measured by the ADCP is

reducedfrom 13.6 to 3.1 cm s-1 upon removalof the
model predictions. The corresponding
reductionsfor
the drifter and moored current meter records in Fig-

removal of the model hindcasts.

Tidally filtered flowfieldshavemorespatialstructure

than the snapshots
(compareFigures10 and 11). This
is to be expectedbecauseof the tendencyof barotropic

6. Regularization
We used a combination of numerical experimenta-

flowto followf/h contoursmorecloselywith decreasing tion and physicalintuition to choosethe form of the
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find the weighingthat minimizedthe validationerror
variance. One difficultywith this techniqueis deciding

0.5

ms-1

which data to withhold. After someexperimentationwe
concludedthe most effectiveapproachwas to withhold
-0.5

20 April
0.5

ms-1

i

•

.

v ¾
-0.5

.

25

30

i

i

,,t_/'k

ficial "data void" around P l and assessedthe ability

,

I

20 April

,.._^
J'-•
fr--•m
o'•'•ring
m •'•] q

25

30

0.5

ms-1

I 'v
-0.5

•_,

....

20 April

data basedon recordingposition. For example,in one
validationexperimentall data collectedwithin 17 km
of the centralmooringPl werewithheld. (This radius
is just small enoughto excludethe other two moorings
as shownin Figure 8.) In effect,we createdan arti-

w w -'v
,

,

25

"'l
] ufro,m
drifter,
I ,t
30

of the assimilation

model to recover the withheld

data.

To illustrate, we now describeone set of numerical ex-

perimentsdesignedto fix ereand er•. Given the large
number of runs to be performed, the results discussed
in the rest of this sectionwere obtained usinga slightly
coursergrid resolutionof 7 km. To simplify the discussion,ereand er• are taken to covary with the single
parameter 7 as follows:

ere- 4/37,

(22)

er• - 1/7.
oAAAAAAA^A^AAA^^AAAAAH
Thus large valuesof 7 correspondto small valuesof

-•LV,
VVVVVVVVVV,
v'•'
v•q•fro•-moVorln•g•
,•J

and ereand hencestrongpenalizationof kinetic energy

20 April

25

30

Figure 9. Typical time series, with dots denoting
15-rain observationsand solid lines denotinghindcasts
fromthe assimilation
model. (top to bottom)Eastward
flow measuredby the shipborneADCP, where breaks
correspond to times when the ADCP was outside the

modeldomain;eastwardflow measuredat mooringP1;
eastwardflow measuredby a typical drifter; and bottom
pressuremeasured at mooring P1.

and mean square vorticity.

The plot of validation error varianceagainst7 has a
well-definedminimum(Figure 12). The optimalvalue

of ereis about5 cms-• and the optimaler•impliesa
root-mean-square
barotropicvorticity of about f/20.
Both values are physically reasonable and consistent
with current and vorticity variancesestimateda poste-

rjori from the hindcastflowfields.Figure12 (bottom)
shows hindcast error variance at P2 and P3, the two
moorings that provided data for assimilation. As ex-

pected,weakerpenalization(smaller7) alwaysresults

regularizationterms. To illustrate, in the early stages in smaller error variance because the model has more
of model developmentwe used a term proportional to
flexibility to fit the observations.However,comparison
y] b• to controlthe overallstrength
of theboundary- of Figures 12, top and bottom, leadsus to concludethat
driven flow. The resultswere unacceptable;strongjets
the model is probably overfitting the assimilateddata
occasionallyappeared along the open boundariesand
when 7 is less than about 0.3.

small-scale(• 10 kin) eddy-likefeaturesdevelopedin-

termittently in the northeast corner of the model do7. Assessing Hindcast Skill
main. Given that this corner is an exit regionfor long
topographic Rossby waves, we interpreted the smallCross validation was also used to compare the hindscale features as short, reflected topographic Rossby cast skill of the assimilationmodel against that of sevwaves[e.g., Pedlosky,1979]. To suppresssuchwaves, eral simple statistical schemes.Specifically,the model
we addedthe Jv term, definedby (19). It workedwell was used to hindcastthe flow at P1 after assimilating
in that the small-scale(high vorticity) featureswere only those observationsrecorded more than 17 km from

eliminated.(The openboundarieswerenoweffectively it (i.e., outsidethe data voidshownin Figure8). To
transparent to long, outward propagating topographic put the model fit into perspective,the flow at P1 was

Rossbywaves.)In additionto Jr, it alsoprovedneces- alsohindcastusing(1) the observed
aow •t p2; (2) the
sary to appendJe as definedby (18). This term sup- observedflow at P3; (3) the averageof the observed
presseda domain-wide, irrotational flow pattern that flowsat P2 and P3; and (4) an averageof all current
occasionallydominated the barotropic flow component.
An important practicalissueis the weightto givethe
regularization terms. We found the techniqueof cross
validation to be useful. Specifically,we would withhold
some observations

and then calculate

the difference be-

observationsoutside the data void, weightedby a factor that variedas r -3, wherer is distancefrom P1. We
first discussthe errors in the mean, followedby errors
at tidal periods,and then periodsof severaldays.
The assimilation

model recovers the mean flow at P l

tween theseobservationsand the correspondingmodel witha validation
errorof lessthan2 cms-1 (Table1).

hindcasts(henceforththe validationerror). Repeating

The best statistical

hindcast of the mean is the current

the calculationfor a range of erd,ere,and er•, we could observed
at P3, althoughthe error exceeds5 crns-1.
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Figure 10. Velocity fields from the assimilationmodel every 3 hours over a i-day period. Times
are the same as Figure 8. Note, however, that these flow fields are based on data assimilated
over the whole observationperiod, not just April 27, 1992.
The

least successful of the statistical

hindcasts

of the

mean is the observedcurrent at P2. The magnitudeof

The improvement in the hindcast skill of the assimilation

model over the four statistical

schemes is illus-

its error exceeds 10 cm s-1.

trated in Figure 13. Although the weightedmeanreproducesthe northward tidal componentat P1 reasonably
cm2 s-2 (Table 1). The varianceof the assimilation well, it fails to capture the subtidal variability and the
model errors at P1 is 30 cm2 s-2. This is much lower mean. By way of contrast, the assimilationmodel perthan the error variancesof all the statistical hindcasts, formswell at all frequencies.It alsoprovidesa smoother
the most effectiveof which is the weightedmean of all hindcast than the statistical schemes. One reason is the
assimilated
observations
(59 cm2 s-2, Table1). The assimilationmodel is fit globally to all available data.
least successful of the statistical hindcasts is the flow at
Another reasonis that both wind and barotropicsubP2, with an error variancethat is more than quadruple models have local acceleration terms that make them
that of the assimilation
model.
act as low-passfilters. The statistical schemes,on the
The validation errors have been decomposedinto other hand, use only those observationsavailable at a
tidal and residualcomponents
(Table 1). The assimila- given time and so they are more sensitiveto observation
tion model outperforms the simple statistical schemes errorsand changesin the distributionof the observing
The variance of the observed currents at P1 is 403

at both tidal andnontidalfrequencies
(comparethe last

locations.

column of Table i with the Statistical Interpolation Er-

rorscolumns).Comparingthefourstatisticalhindcasts,
no clear winner emerges: P3 gives the best fit to the
tides, and the weightedaveragegivesthe best fit to the
tidal

residuals.

8. Summary
Observationsmade in spring 1991 and 1992showthe
meancirculationoverthe crestof WesternBank is weak,
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Figure 11. Subtidalflowfieldsfromtheassimilation
model. A 25-hourrunningmean,centered
on noonof eachdayshown,wasusedto filterout the tides.)All availabledata wereassimilated.

of the order of a few centimetersper second,and is
flankedto the southand westby anticyclonic
flowsof

that the gyre-like circulationon WesternBank is of biologicalimportance.
about 10 cm s-1. Thermal wind calculationsshow the
Tides accountfor about three quartersof the curmean circulation is due primarily to horizontal varia- rent varianceon Western Bank. The dominant M2 contionsin thedensityfield.It hasbeensuggested
recently stituentreachesspeedsof 20 cm s-x. The tidal residuals

[e.g., Taggattet al., 1996;McLarenand Avenda•o, have a standard deviation of about 10 cm s-1. Most of
1995]that this circulation
patternand,in particular, the residualenergyis in the form of clockwisemotions
the retentionzoneover the crestmay be responsible with a timescaleof severaldays. Near-inertialpeaks
for the high concentrations
of chlorophyll,zooplank- are evidentin rotary spectrafor somemooringson the
ton, and cod eggsand larvae on Western Bank. This

flanks of the bank, but the peaks are shifted to fre-

raisesthepossibility
thatstrongwindsmayoccasionallyquenciesbelow f. We attribute this to the influence of
disrupt the gyre-likecirculationand flush the bank of

the anticyclonicbackgroundcirculationon the effective

eggsandlarvae,leadingto highcodmortalityandpoor inertial frequency.Correlationsbetweenthe tidal residyear-class
strength. Conget al. [1996]recentlyused uals from differentmooringsare describedreasonably
a three-dimensional circulation model to test this idea. wellby functionalformsderivedfromthe theoryof nonThey calculated retention indices for Western Bank in

divergent,homogeneous,
and isotropicturbulence.The

springandcorrelated
themwiththeyear-class
strength characteristiclength scaleof thesemotionsis 45 km.
of springspawningcod over the period 1969 to 1990. Statisticalanalysisand slab modelingshowthat local
The correlation,althoughweak,is differentfrom zero wind contributesto, but is not the main causeof, the

at the 5% significance
level,lendingsupportto theidea

residual variance.
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vations of bottom pressure, water density, and current
were then assimilated into the model to infer the dynamic height field and open boundary conditions. Integrating the model over the cruise period then gave
a dynamically consistent interpolation and extrapola-

200

Withheld
Mooring
[

Error Variance
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.

(cm2S-2)
100

tion of the scattered

observations

over the whole model

domain. One of the main conclusionsof this study is
that this approach produced better hindcasts than four
simple statistical schemes. In other words the dynamics underlying the circulation model contributed useful

200

LIncluded
Mooring
sJ

P2

.

information.
The

lOO

assimilation

scheme

is based on exact

enforce-

ment of the dynamical constraints provided by the
barotropic submodel. A more general approach is to
allow system noise in the governing equations and in-

P3

fer it usingthe assimilationscheme(seeappendixfor
details). We experimentedwith suchan approachbut
Weaker

Stronger

found, not surprisingly,that the resultswerehighly sensitive to the assumedcova,riance structure of the system
Figure 12. Error variance at the current mooringsas noise. For the present application we therefore decided
a function of the regularization parameter 3'. This pa- to take the simpler approachof assumingthe barotropic
rameter controls the size of the regularization terms Jb dynamics to hold exactly. Note the baroclinic flow comand Jr. Specifically,orb= 4/33' and cry= 1/3', in (cm ponent allows some flexibility in fitting the barotropic
s-1)-1. Thuslargevaluesof 3'correspond
to smallval- model to the current observations. However, the baroues of cr• and orband hencestrong regularization terms.
clinic component is not arbitrary; the polynomialsused
(top) Errorvariance(rr•+ cry)at the mooring
not inin
its specificationensure this flow componentis large
cludedin the assimilationand (bottom)Error variance
scale and it must also account for the variability in the
at mooringsincluded in the assimilation.
observeddynamic heights.
Although we concludedata assimilationholdspromise
To collect and interpret biologicaldata from West- as a way of specifying open boundary conditions, it
ern Bank, we neededan operational model to map its
raisesnew problems for shelf modelers. To discussthese
near-surface circulation.
On the basis of the above deproblems, it is convenientto formulate our assimilation
scription the flow was modeled as a linear combination
schemewithin the more familiar framework of multiple
of componentsdriven separatelyby local wind, hori- regression[e.g., Thacker, 1988b; Wunsch,1996]. Folzontal density gradients,and flows through the open lowing the development given in the appendix, the reboundariesof a limited-area,barotropic model. Obser-- lationship between the observationsand the unknowns
Regularization

Regularization

Table 1. Current Statisticsfor Mooring P1
Observations

P2

Statistical Interpolation Errors
P3
P2 + P3
Weighted

Assimilation

Error

Mean cm s-1
v

Variance cm2
Total
Tidal

Residual

S

-0.9
-0.8

-5.6
-9.8

0.9
-5.1

-2.3
-7.5

-1.8
-7.0

-1.8
-0.3

403
299
104

123
38
85

70
14
56

62
19
43

59
17
42

30
8
22

--2

Means and variancesare given for the observationsmade from 0400 UT on April 21 to 1800 UT on May 1, 1992. Total

variancerefersto the sumof the variancesof the east (u) and north (v) flow components.Tides wereestimatedby leastsquaresfitting a sum of sinusoids(M2, S2, Ox, and Kx) to the observations.Residualswereobtainedby subtractingthe
tides from the observations,so the sum of the tidal and residual varianceequalsthe total variance. Remaining data refer

to errorsmade in hindcastingthe flow at P1 usingdata from outsidethe data void (seeFigure 8). P2, P3, and P2 + P3
refer to interpolation schemesbased on the observedcurrents at P2, P3, and their average,respectively. Weighted refers
to the interpolation schemein which observationsfrom outside the data void are averaged, with a weighting factor that
varies inversely as the third poxverof distance from P1. Assimilation errors are those made by the assimilation model,
again using only data from outside the data void.
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Hessian
matrixis solarge(typically103x 103).Apart

0.5

Northward

MODEL

from examining the relative magnitudesof someof its
off-diagonalto diagonalelementsand calculatingeigenvectors associatedwith extreme eigenvalues,the Hes-

flow

(ms-1)
0

-0.5

2•5

0.5

i

I Weighted
Mean
I
I
•

30April
i

sianis difficultto handle. (We did calculateHessians
for
someassimilationruns but chose,for the reasonsgiven
above,not to presentthem in this paper.) We used
crossvalidation to assessmodel performance. A major
difficulty with crossvalidation is choosingthe validation data set. After some experimentation we decided
to withhold

observations

made within

a certain distance

Northward
flow

of the central mooring. Although such an approachis
(ms-1)
.^
•
^
straightforwardand of practical interest, it is somewhat
arbitrary. Unfortunately, much of the statistical theory
.
;. ?
•
•.•
on cross validation is based on the assumption of in[ Assimilation
Model
dependent and identically distributed errors. Such an
-0.5
•5
i April,
30
assumptioncannot be justified in the presentsituation,
and
so the theory is not particularly usefulin choosing
•i•u•e Z3. Observedand pred]ctednorLhwardflowat
validation
data sets. Hopefully, more experiencewith
moorin• P l, wiLh doJ5 deno•in• lb-rain observations.
Solid linesare (top) the weightedmeanof all ciJrrents crossvalidation in the context of shelfmodelingwill lead
(moorings P2 a]id P3. the ADCP. and Lhedrillers)
to some acceptedguidelinesfor assessingthe hindcast
su•ed outside the data void, with Lhewei•h•Jn• [actor skill of assimilation models.

ø v

varyin•• r -3. where• isdisLance
fromLhecenterOfLhe

data void, and (bottom) Lhe hindc•L from •he model
LhaL •similat•

daLa from outside •he daLa void.

The other question raised in section 1 relates to the
relatively small number of observationsn compared to
the large numberof unknownsp. Appendingregularization terms to the cost function is equivalentto adding

"bogusdata" andthereforeincreasing
n (seeappendix).
of our linear model may be written y = X/• + e, where
y is the n x i observationvector,/• is the p x i vector of
unknowns,e is the n x i vector of errors,and X is a n x p
transformationmatrix that dependson the underlying
dynamicsand the observingarray. We usedgeneralized
least squaresto estimate/• from y. The result is equivalent to choosing/• to minimize a cost function which

We chosethe form of the regularization terms basedon
a combination of model sensitivity studies and physical intuition. Choosingtheir weightsis not straightforward. Even for ridge regression,which correspondsto
adding a regularizationterm of the form ?/•/• to the
cost function, there remains controversyamong statisticians concerningthe choice of ? or if, indeed, ridge

is a quadraticform in the unknowns.(For the type of
problemof interesthere, the minimizationis carriedout
most efficientlyusing an adjoint model as explainedin
the appendix.)If the bottomfrictionparameterAin the

regression
shouldbe usedat all [e.g.,Montgomeryand
Peck, 1991]. We usedcrossvalidationto choosethe

to a nonlinearmodelof the form y = X(/•) + e.

gridpointsalongeachboundarytherearemorethan106

In conventionalshelf modeling the boundary conditions and other model unknowns are usually specified
independently of interior observations.The model then
is integrated over the period of interest and its performance assessedby comparing the predictions X/•
against the independent observation y. In the present
study the observations are used to estimate the unknowns. This leads to one of the questions raised in
section 1: How does one assessthe performance of the
assimilation model given that it is driven by the observations? In principle, assessingthe hindcastskill of the
assimilationmodel is equivalent to assessingthe fit of a
multiple regressionmodel to observations.In standard
regressionanalysis the Hessian matrix is used to con-

potential boundary unknowns for the barotropic submodel. Allowing dynamic height to vary independently
at each model time step and grid point increasesthe

weights of our regularization terms. It worked well, in
that we were able to find weightsthat were clearly opbarotropic momentum equation had been treated as an timal and physically reasonable. The other way of imunknown, or the advection term u. Vu added, the rela- proving the n to p ratio is to reduce p through model
tionship between/• and y would have to be generalized respecification. With a time step of 60 s and 16 inflow

structjoint confidence
regionsfor the true valueof/•. In
the presentapplicationthis is not practicalbecausethe

numberof unknowns
beyond5 x 106. Thereis clearly
a danger of overfitting the model to the observations.
We used structure function expansions to control the
number of unknowns. For example, with two structure
functionsfor eachopen boundaryand amplitudesspecified every 3 hours, the number of unknownboundary
inflows was reduced from about 106 to 182. The bene-

fits of reducingp includefaster convergence
to the cost
function minimum
to model

and flow fields that are less sensitive

resolution.

There are severalways our assimilation schemecould
be improved. Consider first the underlying dynamics. Although the linear decompositionof the flow

THOMPSON AND GRIFFIN: DATA ASSIMILATION MODEL

into three, separately modeled components was justified based on a statistical analysis of the available
data for Western Bank, such a decompositionis not always valid. A straightforward extensionof the present
scheme would be to replace the slab and barotropic
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The effect of water density on the surface flow and
dynamic height, at any location and time, can be ex-

pressedas a linear combinationof the dk, using(7),
(11), and (12). Thereforewe canwrite
yd- X•d

(A2)

model by a single three-dimensionalbarotropic model
forced by wind stressand boundary flows. This should

where d is the vector of stacked dk, and Xd is a matrix

lead to more realistic

that dependson the dynamicalparametersf and g and

hindcasts

of wind-driven

currents

and would allow current data from all depths to be assimilated. Perhaps the most important improvement
would be to allow the densityfield and the mixing pa-

Boundary-forcedsea level and flow is found by integrating the shallowwater equationsusinga schemeof

rameterizations

the form

to evolve

with

the flow.

This

would

lead however to a cost function that is no longer a
quadratic form in either the initial and boundary conditions. It may therefore have multiple minima and
this could causeconvergenceproblemsfor the assimila-

when and where the observations

8t -- b18t-1 q-b2tit

were made.

t-1,...N

(A3)

whereSt is the modelstate vector (barotropiccurrents
and sealevelsat all interiorgrid points)and ut is the

tion scheme[e.g.,Tziperman,et al., 1992;Marotzkeand correspondingvector of boundary flowsat time t. D2 inWunsch,1993]. Additionaldifficultieswouldhaveto be cludesthe radiation conditionsat the open boundaries.
faced in controllingbaroclinic instabilitiesin the model, Efficientmethodsthat take advantageof the sparseness
particularly for hindcastslonger than the growth time
of the fastest growing mode.
The assimilation schemecould also be improved by
assimilating more data. In the present study we assimilated drifter velocities rather than drifter trajectories. It would be interesting to attempt the latter, al-

ofbl and/)2areavailable
totimestep(A3).
If westart the integrationfroma stateof rest(that is,
$o- 0), the N stateequations
of (A3) canbe stacked
as follows

I

$1

thoughthe transformationdx/dt = u(x, t) wouldmake

the model nonlinear and again raise the possibilityof a
cost function with multiple minima. Coastal sea level
is a readily available index of shelf circulation. To as-D1
I
similate sea level from a number of coastalgauges,we
D2
have recently extended the model domain to include
D2
the whole of the Scotian Shelf, including the coastal
boundary. The results of assimilatingcoastalsea level
into a three-dimensionalbarotropicmodel with a diagnosedbackgroundbaroclinicflow are encouragingand
raise the possibilityof a simpleand effectiveoperational or equivalently,
Dis = D2u
model for nowcastingand forecastingthe overall circulation of the region on timescalesof days.

wheres-

Appendix'

Assimilation

[s•,...S•v]', u-

Ul
u2
ß

(A4)

UN

(A5)

[u•,...U•v]• and D1 and

D2 are large, sparsematrices. The dimensionof u is reducedby reexpressing
the boundaryflowsas linearcom-

Scheme

binationsof spatialstructurefunctions(see(13) and

This appendix provides technical details on the as-

(14)). Thereforewe can write

similation scheme. For readers unfamiliar with varia-

tional data assimilationit alsoprovidesan interpretau = rb
(A6)
tion in termsof multipleregression.
Adoptingstandard whereb is the vectorof stackedbu, and F is madeup
statisticalnotation,matrices(vectors)are denotedby of weightsbasedon the q•, and wu. The barotropic
upper (lower)casecharacters.
contributionto y is obtainedby interpolationof $. Thus
We first stack all observations
in the vectory. In
accord with the decompositionof the predictedflow
into three components,
we assumey is madeup con-

y• = H$

(A7)

tributionsfromthe localwindyw,densitygradients
Yd, whereH is a matrix of interpolationweightsthat depend on when and where the observations were made.

boundary flows y0:

Combining(AS)-(A7)gives
Y -- Ywq-Ydq- y• q-e.

(A1)

The last componente is a zero-mean random errorß

yo- HD• 1D2Fb

(AS)

The wind contribution
is calculated
using(6) and or, more simply,
doesnot involveparameter estimation.

Yo= Xob

(A9)
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where

Xb= HD•'iD2F.

(A10)

Assuming e and ( are uncorrelated, generalized least
squaresgives the followingmodified estimator for •:

Combiningtheseequationswith (A1) and (A2) gives
the followinglinear relationshipbetweenthe wind corrected observations

and the model unknowns:

y- yw= X/? +e

(All)

/•- (Xt•-IX drXv•-iXv)-ixt•-i(y-

yw). (A20)

Thus, in principle, the estimation problem is solved.
There is, however, a practical problem. The dimensions

of the matricesin (A20) aretoo largeto evaluatethisexpression
directly. (For the applicationdescribed
in section
5
the
dimension
of
D1
is
14,544,800
x
14,544,800.)
(A12)
The problemis usually overcome[e.g., Bennett, 1992]

where

X = [Xd Xb]
and

bynoting/•minimizes
thecostfunction

b]

(A13)

is the vector of unknowns

Let E denote

to be estimated.
the variance of e. Generalized

The

least

squaresthen givesthe followingestimator for/?

iterative

1,

1 ,

j(•) __•½•-1½
q-•C•lc.
scheme

described

in section

(A21)
4 can then

be used to minimize the cost function if its gradient
with respect to the model unknownsis available for each

iteration. DifferentiatingJ with respectto d and b gives

/•-- (X'•-lx)-lx'•-l(ywith

error

yw)

(A14)

OJ

0• : -X•-i•

variance

Var(/•- •) - (Xt•-ix) -1.

(A22)

oJ

(A15)

0• = (D2F)'X

(A23)

Theseequationsalsohold if we treat/? as random [e.g., where
Duncan and Horn, 1972].
The Hessianmatrix, X•E-1X, wasassumednonsini•,• -- -i'•-l(; q-Ftys-it.
(A24)
gular in deriving (A14). This assumptionwould be
invalid if, for example, the number of unknown pa- The gradient of J with respectto d is straightforward
rameters

exceeds the number

of observations.

For the

to calculatefollowingonemodelrun to calculateE-le.

presentapplication the number of observationsexceeds The gradient of J with respectto b is calculatedin two
the number of unknowns but the Hessian is poorly con- steps. First, • is obtainedfrom (A24) by runninga

modelof the sameform as (A3) backwardin time (see
unacceptablywide confidence
intervals. (See Thacker (A4)), forcingit with the barotropicvorticityand the
model errors:
[1988a,chapter 3] for a good discussion
of the role of
the Hessianin modelfitting.) One way of overcoming
/•t-- b•/•t+ldrft
t-- N,... 1
(A25)
thisproblemisthroughmodelrespecification
asin (A6).
Another approach is to penalize unrealistic features in where ft is the appropriatesubvectorof-H•E-le qthe model flow fields. This is equivalentto adding bogus V•E•i•. The computational
costof calculating
h is
data [e.g.,Thacker,1988b;Harvey,1981].To illustrate, about the same as one run of the barotropic model. The
let •ijt denotethe vorticityat grid point i, j and time second
stepis to calculateOJ/Odfrom (A23). Equation
t. Using(20), the vorticitycanbe expressed
asa linear (A25), the so-calledbackwardor adjointmodel,is usucombinationof the elementsof s. Stackingall the •ijt ally derivedusingLagrangemultipliersin a constrained
into the vector (, we can write
minimizationof (A21). Detailsof that approachand
ditioned.

This leads to unstable estimates of/? and

½= Vs

(A16)

referencesto previous work are given in GT.
The barotropic state vector s satisfiesthe discretized
shallow water equations exactly. Adding noise to these

½:Xvb

(A17)

equations
(s = D•'iD2u+ rl) presents
nomajordiffi-

or equivalently,
where

Xv ----VD•-iD2F.

culty and correspondsto replacing e in the observation
equation by e q- H?. It doesrequire, however,that the

(A18) covarianceof the noise?, E,, be specified.The resultto treating
? asunknown
andadding
Assuming• to be a zero-meanrandom vector with co- ing/•isequivalent
to thecostfunction.
variancematrix Ev, (All) maybe augmented
asfollows a termoftheform/]lE?l/]
There are strong similarities between the approach
outlined above and Kalman smoothing. For normally

o

-

o

distributed

variables

the Kalman

smoother

minimizes

a

costfunctionof the form (A21) [e.g.,Jazwinski,1970,
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section5.3]. There are two reasonswe did not use
the Kalman smoother approach in this study. First,
the dimension of our state vector is so large that the
Kalman smoother is too computationally expensive.

(Webb[1988]providesa gooddiscussion
of the practical problemsthat arise in oceanographywhen usingthe

Kalman filter.) Second,althoughthe barotropicsubmodel is first-order Markov as required by the Kalman
smoother,the completemodel is not becauseit includes
a slowly evolving baroclinic component.
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